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I PUC CHEMISTRY SYLLABUS BLOW-UP 

UNIT  I         Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry      9 hrs  

General introduction: Importance and scope of chemistry, nature of matter-classification, 
homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures  examples, concept of elements, atoms, 
molecules and compounds. 
Properties of matter and their measurement: seven basic physical quantities, their SI units 
and scientific notation (exponential notation). 
Laws of chemical combination, with suitable examples. 

 postulates. 
Atomic and molecular masses: Atomic mass, amu (value of 1amu), average atomic mass 
with an example, molecular mass,  examples, formula mass  NaCl as example. Mole 
concept and molar mass: Avogadro constant, mole and molar mass  examples. 
Percentage composition, empirical formula and molecular formula- numerical problems. 
Stoichiometry relations numerical  problems to calculate amount of reactants/ products 
formed (in terms of mole and mass in grams) by giving balanced equations, limiting reagent 
numerical  problems. 

Reactions in solutions: concentration terms  mass %, mole fraction, molality, molarity. 
Numerical problems. 

UNIT  II                  Structure of Atom       10 hrs 

Discovery of electron  name of the discoverer, characteristics of cathode rays, values of 
charge and mass.  
Discovery of proton  characteristic of canal rays, values of  charge and mass. 
Discovery of neuron  name of the discoverer, value of charge and mass.  
Atomic number, mass number, isotopes, isobars, problems. 
Atomic models: Thomson atomic model and its limitations. Mention the observations and 
conclusions of  - ray scattering experiment. Rutherford atomic model and its 
limitations(based on Maxwell electromagnetic theory). Electromagnetic radiations  c, , , 

, their relationships, electromagnetic spectrum, particle nature of EMR(E = h ), line 
spectrum of hydrogen, formula to calculate  of spectral lines in hydrogen  numerical 
problems.  

-postulates and its limitations, concept of shells and subshells, dual nature of 
matter and light, de-Broglie relationship  numerical problems. Heisenberg uncertainity 
principle and its mathematical form. Concept of orbitals ,meaning of  and 2, nodal 
surfaces or nodes.  
Quantum numbers, shapes of s, p, d orbitals, rules for filling electrons in orbitals- (n + l) 

atoms (1 to 36). Stability of half filled and completely filled orbitals.

UNIT  III      Classification of Elements and Periodicity in Properties        5 hrs 

Significance of classification, brief history of development of periodic table  law of triads 
with an example, law of octaves, Mendeleev periodic law statement, Henry moseley 
observation based on X- ray spectra of elements, modern periodic law, long form of 
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periodic table. Brief account of groups, periods, s, p, d and f blocks, Nomenclature of 
elements with atomic number greater than 100.  
Periodic trends in properties of elements with reason: atomic radii, inert gas radii, ionic 
radii. compare radius of cation and anion with parent atom ,with reason, variation of radii of 
isoelectronic species, ionisation enthalpy, exception in first ionization enthalpy of N and O, 
with reason, electron gain enthalpy, compare egH  of F and Cl with reason. 
Electronegativity. valence  periodicity of valence or oxidation states (s and p block 
elements). 

UNIT  IV    Chemical Bonding and Molecular Structure         12 hrs 

Chemical bond, valence electrons, Octet rule, Lewis symbols  significance, types of 
chemical bonds, Ionic bond (electrovalent bond) , example  NaCl, Covalent bond- example  
Cl2 (single bond formation), CO2 (double bond formation), acetylene (triple bond 
formation), Lewis representation of some simple molecules (H2, O2, CO3

2- as examples), 
formal charge  definition , calculation of formal charge on each oxygen atom in ozone, 
limitation of octet rule  with one example for each. Favourable conditions for the 
formation  of ionic bond . Stability of ionic compound  lattice enthalpy. (details of lattice 
enthalpy to be dealt in thermodynamics). 
Bond parameters: Bond length, covalent radius, Van der waals radius , bond angle, bond 
enthalpy and average bond enthalpy, bond order. Polarity of bonds- polar nature of covalent 
bond, dipole moment ,polarity in H2O, BF3, BeF2, comparison of NH3 and NF3

rule.  
Geometry of molecules  VSEPR theory  postulates , shapes of molecules containing lone 
pair/s  and bond pair/s, examples- BeCl2, CH4, H2O, NH3, SO2. Resonance: concept, 
example- ozone. VBT: orbital overlap concept  s-s, s-p and p-p with examples,  and 
bonds. 
Hybridisation concept-conditions for hybridization- types of hybridization, discuss sp3 with 
CH4, sp2 with BCl3, sp with C2H2, sp3d with PCl5, sp3d2 with SF6, other examples to be 
mentioned.  
MOT: Salient features, formation of molecular orbitals by LCAO method (qualitative 
approach),conditions for combination of atomic orbitals, formation of  and  molecular 
orbitals, energy level diagrams for molecular orbitals for homonuclear diatomic molecules 
(H2, He2, C2). Electronic configuration and molecular behaviour (bond order, nature of 
bond, bond length, magnetic nature, stability): H2, He2, Li2, C2, O2.  
Hydrogen bonding- types of hydrogen bonding, examples. 

Unit V       States of Matter- Gases and Liquids                     9 hrs 

Introduction-three states of matter, intermolecur forces- definition, types-dipole-dipole, 
dipole- induced dipole and London (dispersion) forces- a brief account with examples. 
Thermal energy- intermolecular forces vs thermal interactions . 
 

-
Statements, mathematical forms , graphs (P vs, V ,V vs T). Kelvin temperature scale, 
absolute zero- - statement, mathematical 
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form, graph. Avogadro law - Statement, mathematical form, Avogadro constant, STP 
conditions, molar volume.  
Ideal gas: definition, ideal gas equation derivation(from gas laws), gas constant R-value in 
SI units to be calculated, value of R in Latm K 1mol 1 to be mentioned. Relation between 

-  statement, mathematical form , 
aqueous tension and  pressure of dry gas  to be mentioned, relation between partial pressure 
of a gas and its mole fraction. Numerical problems on gas laws and ideal gas equation ,only. 
Kinetic molecular theory of gases: assumptions, kinetic energy and molecular speeds 
(average, most probable, root mean square) - an elementary idea.  
Behaviour of real gases- deviations from ideal behaviour, graph of PV vs P, causes for  
deviation and conditions for ideal behavior. van der Waals equation, compressibility factor 
(Z) - expression and its significance.   Boyle  temperature or Boyle point. 
Liquifaction of gases - critical temperature, critical volume, critical pressure- meaning. 
(isotherms of CO2 is not included) .     
 Liquid state: vapour pressure, normal and  standard boiling points.  
 Surface tension  and  viscosity: definition and SI units (no mathematical derivations) 

UNIT  VI                    Thermodynamics         11 hrs    

Thermodynamic terms  concepts of system, surroundings, types of systems-examples, 
state of the system, state functions or state variables, energy- a state function, isothermal  
adiabatic, constant volume(isochoric)and pressure(isobaric) processes, reversible and 
irreversible processes, extensive and intensive properties.  
Internal energy: as a state function .work and heat. Change in internal energy due to work 
and heat. First law of thermodynamics, mathematical form. Expression for U under-
adiabatic process ( U= w )  and isothermal process ( U = qv). Expressions for work done 
during isothermal irreversible and reversible change. (derivation not included). Numerical 
problems.  
Exothermic and endothermic reactions. Enthalpy: definition, change in enthalpy-sign 
convention, relationship between H and U,(derivation not included) examples. 
Numerical problems. 
Heat capacity, specific heat, relationship between CP and CV for an ideal gas (derivation not 
included). Measurement of U ( bomb calorimeter) and  of H ( calorimeter)-in brief. 
Thermochemical equations- examples , enthalpy of a reaction  definition- example, factors 
affecting enthalpy of a reaction, standard state of a substance (specified temperature and 1 
bar pressure). Standard enthalpy of a reaction: definition and examples of  bond 
dissociation, phase transition, sublimation, formation, combustion, atomization, solution, 
dilution, ionization. Lattice enthalpy and Born  
constant heat summation- statement-example. Numerical problems to calculate enthalpy of 
combustion and enthalpy of formation of CH4, C6H6, CH3OH. 
 
Spontaneous and non spontaneous processes, examples, introduction of entropy as a state 

function, change in entropy of a system during a reversible process S = 
T

qrev , entropy and 

spontaneity.Second law of thermodynamics,statement,Gibbs energy definition( G = H TS), 
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Gibbs equation: G = H  T S, G as a criterion for spontaneous and non spontaneous 
processes. Absolute entropy, third law of thermodynamics. Gibbs energy change and 
equilibrium, relationship between G0 and equilibrium constant (criteria for equilibrium), 
numerical problems.  

UNIT  VII              Equilibrium                                    13  hrs  

Introduction, equilibrium state of a system equilibrium in physical processes-types-
examples. Equilibrium involving dissolution of solid or gas in liquid- examples. 
 Equilibrium in chemical processes: meaning (rf = rb), dynamic nature, equilibrium equation 
(law of mass action).  

Equilibrium constant (equilibrium law),   l 1
K

K
 --- (a)   ,  for reverse process, 

 Kp and Kc expressions for aA +   bB  cC + dD ( to be assumed),  
Kp = Kc (RT) n   --- (b) (to be assumed) ,  

examples for relation between Kp and Kc for reactions, n = 0, n > 0, n < 0  --- (c).  
Numerical problems on (a), (b) and (c) and on KP, KC. (avoid quadratic equation). 
Homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibria- examples.  
Applications of equilibrium constant  predicting the extent of a reaction, direction of the 
reaction by reaction quotient Q, predicting the spontaneity of a forward or a reverse reaction 
based on G of a reversible reaction. 
 Factors affecting equilibrium  - effect of temperature, 
concentration, pressure, catalyst, addition of inert gas- in brief.  

Effect of temperature : 2NO2 N2O4 ; H = ve 

Effect of concentration:  Fe3+ + SCN  Fe(SCN)]2+  , addition of Fe3+ and oxalate ion. 

Effect of pressure: CO + 3H2 CH4 + H2O. 
Ionic equilibrium  theories of acids and bases, with examples. Ionisation of acids and 
bases, degree of dissociation, strong and weak electrolytes, examples.  
Ionic product of water: definition, expression, value at 298K,  pH scale, pH- definition,  
pKw = pH + pOH(derivation).Numerical problems to calculate [H+], [OH ], from ionic 
product of water, pH, pOH. 
Ionisation constant of weak acid and weak base: Ka and Kb, pKa and pKb and their 
relationship with Kw and pKw. Ionisation of polybasic acid with an example. Factors 
affecting acid strength in brief (bond strength and electronegativity).Numerical problems 
(direct) on  pKa , pKb  
Common ion effect-definition, examples (CH3COOH + CH3COONa, NH4OH + NH4Cl), 
Buffer solutions-definition and examples (acetate and ammonia buffers), Henderson 
Hesselbalch equation for acidic buffer to be derived, assume equation for basic buffer. 
Numerical problems.   
Hydrolysis of salts, pH of their solutions (elementary idea), solubility product, solubility-
examples, relationship between Ksp and S for AB, AB2, A2B type salts (BaSO4, AgCl, 
Ag2CrO4, PbI2) and a general expression for AxBy. Numerical  problems taking  BaSO4, 
AgCl, Ag2CrO4, PbI2 as examples.Condition for precipitation (Qsp>ksp). Common ion effect 
on solubility of ionic salts. 
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UNIT - VIII                     Redox reactions                          5 hrs 

Concept of oxidation and reduction: classical idea oxidation (addition of oxygen/ 
electronegative element or removal of  hydrogen/ electropositive element, example for 
each), reduction - (removal  of oxygen/electronegative element or addition of  hydrogen/ 
electropositive element,  example  for each). 
Redox  reactions: in  terms of  electron  transfer  reactions with examples, oxidation & 
reduction -  in terms of  loss  &  gain of electrons, oxidising agent, reducing agent.  
Oxidation number: definition, rules to calculate oxidation number, examples. Oxidation  
state,  Stock  notation  examples -  FeO,  Fe2O3, CuI, CuO, MnO and MnO2. 
Oxidation, reduction, oxidizing agent/oxidant, reducing agent/ reductant  in terms of  
oxidation  number- examples. 
Types of  redox reactions:   
1. Combination reactions :         C(s) + O2 (g)  CO2(g)   
2.  Decomposition reactions  :       2KClO3 (s) 2KCl (s) + 3O2(g) 
3.  Displacement reactions (a) Metal displacement:  
          CuSO4(aq) + Zn (s) Cu(s) + ZnSO4 (aq)  
 b) Non-metal displacement:    2Na(s) + 2H2O(l) 2NaOH(aq) + H2(g) 
          2H2O (l) + 2F2 (g)  4HF(aq) + O2(g) 
4.  Disproportionation reactions:  2H2O2 (aq) 2H2O(l) + O2(g)  
          Cl2 (g) + 2 OH  (aq)  ClO  (aq) + Cl  (aq) + H2O (l) 
Balancing  of  redox reactions : 
a)  Oxidation number method:  2

2 7(aq)Cr O + 2
3(aq)SO 3

aqCr + 2
4(aq)SO (acidic medium)

          MnO4 (aq) + Br (aq) MnO2(s)+BrO3 (aq)(acidic medium) 
b)  Half reaction method :     Fe2+

(aq)+Cr2O7
2

(aq) Fe3+
(aq)+Cr3+

aq) (acidic medium)
                                            MnO4 (aq)  +  I (aq)  MnO2(s)  +  I2(s) (basic medium) 
Applications: redox titrations, redox indicators - with examples. In electrode processes and 
cells (mention). 

UNIT  IX                                      Hydrogen                                  4 hrs 

Position of hydrogen in periodic table  similarities and differences with respect to alkali 
metals and halogens, occurrence, isotopes, preparation: laboratory method  Zn with acid, 
commercial  electrolysis of water, from methane and coal (as water gas). Properties: 
physical properties, chemical properties  reaction with halogens, dioxygen, dinitrogen, 
uses.  
Hydrides  classification- one example for each type. Water  structure of the molecule, 
structure of ice, amphoteric nature (with NH3, HCl), reaction with Na metal. Hard and soft 
water-differences, types of hard water-differences. H2O2  preparation from BaO2, volume 
strength of H2O2, structure, oxidizing property  with PbS, MnO-

4 in acidic medium, 
reducing property  with I2, storage of H2O2, uses. D2O  uses. Dihydrogen as a fuel 
meaning of hydrogen economy. 
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UNIT  X                       s  Block Elements                                      7 hrs 

Group  I, Group  II elements: general introduction, electronic configuration, occurrence, 
trends in ionization enthalpy, hydration enthalpy, atomic and ionic radii, trend in reactivity 
with oxygen (air), water, hydrogen , halogen. Uses. 
Anomalous properties of lithium  reasons. Diagonal relationship with Mg reasons, 
similarities in the properties of lithium with magnesium. 
Preparation and properties of some compounds: 
Sodium carbonate (washing soda):preparation by Solvay process (procedure and equations), 
properties-hydrolysis of CO3

2- (Na2CO3),uses. Sodium chloride: sources, uses. 
Sodium hydroxide: commercial process using Castner - Kellner cell, properties
deliquescent, uses. Sodium bicarbonate (baking soda)  preparation from Na2CO3, uses. 
Biological importance of sodium and potassium. 
Anomalous behaviour of Beryllium- reasons, diagonal relationship with aluminium 
reasons, similarities in properties of Beryllium with aluminium. 
CaO: preparation, properties  reaction with water, CO2, uses. CaCO3: occurrence, 
preparation from slaked lime, uses, preparation of plaster of Paris form gypsum, uses. 
Biological importance of Ca, Mg. 

UNIT  XI        Some p  Block Elements          8 hrs 

General introduction to p  block elements-electronic configuration, oxidation states, inert 
pair effect, anomalous behavior of first member of each group. 
Group 13 elements: General introduction, electronic configuration, occurrence , variation of 
atomic radii, ionization enthalpy, electronegativity, physical properties common oxidation 
states  considering inert pair effect, trend in chemical reactivity. Reaction of aluminium 
with air, acid, alkali (NaOH). Anomalous properties of boron. 
Some important compounds of boron: Borax  reaction with water, action of heat,
orthoboric acid  preparation from borax, properties  as a Lewis acid, action of heat, 
structure,   diborane  preparation from BF3 with LiAlH4, physical properties- reaction with 
air, water, NH3  formation of inorganic benzene (borazine), structure. Uses of boron and 
aluminium.  
Group  14 elements: general introduction, electronic configuration, occurrence, variation 
of covalent radii, ionization enthalpy, electronegativity, oxidation states (inert pair effect) 
and trends in chemical reactivity towards oxygen and water. 
Carbon: anomalous behaviour- reason, catenation, allotropic forms  graphite, diamond, 
fullerenes  their characteristics (structures not required). CO  preparation from HCOOH,  
carbon and air(producer gas), properties- reducing property- with Fe2O3, ZnO, poisonous 
nature, formation of metal carbonyls,uses. CO2  preparation from CaCO3 (laboratory 
method), properties  weak dibasic acid, in photosynthesis, as dry ice,uses. 
 Important compounds of silicon: SiO2  structure, reaction with NaOH, HF, uses. Silicones 
repeating unit ( R2SiO ), structure (partial) of the polymer, uses. Silicates  basic unit 

Si 4
4O , examples.   zeolites  example, uses. 
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UNIT  XII   Organic Chemistry  Some basic principles & Techniques    12 hrs

General introduction, mention urea as first organic compound synthesized by Wohler. 
Shapes of carbon compounds due to sp3, sp2 and sp to be mentioned. Structural 
representation  complete, condensed, and bond line formulas, wedge formula for CH4.  
Classification of organic compounds, functional groups, homologous series,IUPAC 
nomenclature of organic compounds (upto 6 carbons for aliphatic, 9 for aromatic),and bi-
functional compounds. 
Isomerism  structural  chain, position, functional, metamerism.  
Fundamental concepts in organic reactions:mechanism  definition , fission of covalent 
bond  homolytic  and heterolytic, carbanion, carbocation, alkyl free radicals, 
examples.Compare the stabilities of 1°, 2°, 3° carbocations and alkyl free radicals.
Nucleophiles and  electrophiles, examples. 
Electron movement in organic reactions  Inductive effect  definition, example, electron 
withdrawing group(EWG,-I), electron donating groups (EDG,+I)-examples, resonance 
structures  concept to be recalled- resonance-definition, resonance energy, resonance 
effect, +R, R effects with examples, electromeric effect , (+ E) and ( E)  effects with 
examples, hyperconjugation (no bond resonance), examples 52HC , 2 5C H , CH3CH = CH2

(orbital diagram not required).  
Methods of purification of organic compounds:  principle and examples - sublimation, 
crystallization, distillation, differential extraction.Chromatography:adsorption  (column and 
TLC)and partition chromatography ( all in brief). Diagrams for simple distillation, column 
and paper chromatography.  

sodium fusion extract and tests to detect nitrogen, sulphur, halogens, and phosphorus 
(equations not expected).  
Quantitative analysis: principle and calculations involved in the estimations of- carbon and 

only), halogens (Cl, Br, I) by carius method, sulphur by carius method and phosphorus. 
Numerical problems. 

UNIT  XIII                           Hydrocarbons                           12hrs 

Classification of hydrocarbons. 
Alkanes:  nomenclature (upto 5 carbon atoms), isomerism,physical properties. Preparation 
by:  hydrogenation of alkene and alkyne,   examples (ethene, propene), from alkylhalide 

CH3COONa  (details of process not required). 
Chemical properties: substitution reaction - halogenation - chlorination - mechanism, 
combustion (CH4, C4H10), controlled oxidation (CH4 to CH3OH, H CHO), aromatization 
(for hexane) pyrolysis. 
Conformational isomerism: conformations- sawhorse and Newman projection formulae for 
eclipsed and staggered forms of ethane - compare stability and dihedral angle. 
Alkenes: nomenclature (upto 5 carbon), structure of double bond (ethene, bond types and 
number).Geometrical isomerism  explain it as a type of stereoisomerism, cis and trans 
isomers,example  2-butene.  Physical properties. 
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Preparation: by hydrogenation of 2-butyne  3 to 
get trans isomers of 2-butene,dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halide, dehalogenation of 
vicinal halides- examples taking ethyl bromide and 2-cholopropane,1,2-dibromoethane, 
dehydration  ethene from alcohol.  
Properties   chemical properties  addition reactions of ethene with H2, Cl2, Br2 / CCl4 (test 

eroxide 
effect  
reagent) of ethene, ozonolysis (identification of products for ethene, propene, 2-butene), 
polymerization, uses. 
Alkynes: nomenclature (up to 5 carbon), isomerism, structure of triple bond (ethyne-types 
of bonds and number).  Preparation of ethyne  from calcium carbide,  
1, 2-dibromoethane. Chemical properties for ethyne: acidic character  reaction with 
sodium metal, addition reactions with H2, Br2, HBr, H2O. Polymerization  example for 
linear polymer, ethyne to benzene. 
Aromatic hydrocarbons: Introduction, IUPAC nomenclature, isomerism (position o, p, m), 
structure of benzene  kekule structures, resonance and stability of benzene, aromaticity 
characteristics for aromaticity (Huckel rule)  examples - benzene, cyclopentadienyl anion, 
naphthalene. 
Chemical properties of benzene  electrophilic substitution reactions- halogenation, 
nitration, sulphonation, Friedel-carfts alkylation (R X where R = CH3, C2H5), acylation 
(CH3COCl, (CH3CO)2O), benzene into hexachlorobenzene, addition reaction with H2, Cl2.  
Mechanism of electrophilic substitution reaction  chlorination, nitration, alkylation (with 
CH3Cl) acylation (CH3COCl). Directive influence of a functional group in benzene  ortho 
and para directing groups ( OH, OCH3, Cl, CH3) and meta directing groups ( NO2, 

CHO, COOH) with examples.  
Carcinogenicity and toxicity of benzene and polynuclear hydrocarbons to be mentioned. 

Unit XIV                Environmental chemistry                       3 hrs 

Environmental pollution:   
Air pollution or troposphere pollution: gaseous air pollutants - oxides of sulphur, nitrogen,    
carbon, hydrocarbons - source and   harmful effects to be mentioned. Global warming and 
greenhouse effect-brief note, acid rain - causes. Particulate pollutants- smoke, dust, mist and fumes, 
photochemical smog (composition)-source/formation and health problems-remedy.    
Stratospheric Pollution: formation and breakdown of ozone (ozone hole), effects of depletion of the 
ozone layer. (Chemical reactions involved in the formation of smog and ozone depletion to be 
mentioned). 
 Water pollution: causes-  organic wastes, pathogens, BOD and its significance, chemical pollutants 
and eutrophication.  
Soil pollution: causes-pesticides, industrial wastes, biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes. 
Strategies to control environmental pollution: waste management, collection and disposal. 
Green chemistry: Introduction, green chemistry in day-to-day life, dry cleaning of clothes, 
bleaching of paper, synthesis of chemicals.


